
WIREZAP - SOFT MICRO HUB SOLUTION
Delivering High-end Networking Performance

Are you looking for a 
super-scalable soft micro hub 
solution targeting safety use 
cases in critical facilities?

Struggling to build 
point-to-point ethernet to 
optical Multiplexer 
/Demultiplexer device 
configuration?

Do you want a software-based 
solution that runs as a 
microservice or as a virtual 
machine?



ACCELERATE YOUR PACKET PROCESSING WORKLOADS

Are you looking to give your COTS server-based hub hardware a boost with software-accelerated traffic 
processing solutions? If yes, then ACL Digital has a unique solution known as WireZAP that can accelerate the 
packet processing workloads where there is a requirement of ultra-low latency and high-bandwidth mas-
sive interconnect.

WireZAP runs on a white box or ODM products and performs high-speed traffic aggregation/disaggregation 
function, and reduces latency to a great extent. The solution also addresses the improvement of physical 
safety by reducing wire clutter in data rooms, hospitals, and other critical facilities.

HOW ACL DIGITAL CAN HELP?

For MUX Sub-System For DE-MUX Sub-System

Traffic received over multiple interfaces
Interfaces could be of different interface types 
and speeds
Traffic prioritization is based on the received 
interface

You can count on our experience to develop high-speed white-box multiplexer/demultiplexer that delivers 
high-end networking performance supporting several 100Gbps interfaces using DPDK. We also help create 
DPDK-based VNF applications, drivers, and offer solutions that are scalable and simplified. Solutions we offer 
include, but are not limited to: 

WireZAP is a unique solution that supports super scalable throughput and minimizes latencies down to a few 
hundred nanoseconds, roughly an order of 1000 times improvement. The DPDK-based solution can overcome 
the challenges faced by customers to achieve ultra-low latency, high throughput, and low jitter. It addresses 
the need to improve facility design and safety in hospital patient rooms, large data rooms and warehouses. It 
is a low cost, highly scalable and reliable software solution for various emerging uses across several industry 
segments.

Traffic demux’ed back to the intended interface 
based on pre-defined logic

BENEFITS OF MULTIPLEXING AND DE-MULTIPLEXING NETWORK TRAFFIC STREAMS OF 
VARIOUS TYPES ARE:
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Low cost

Reduces the number of data 
transceivers between 

subsystems

High-performance/throughput 
with minimal CPU usage

Software-based solution

Ideal for time-sensitive traffic - 
Latency and Jitter in 
nanosecond ranges

Highly customizable for the 
specific use cases

Traffic prioritization capabilities 
to meet the quality of service

Reduces wire clutter



INDUSTRIES WE CATER TO

Simplifying the host of cable connecting sources and destination endpoints

Device supporting Ethernet to Optical Multiplexing/Demultiplexing is expensive

Achieving Throughput, Latency (Nano Second) and Jitter (Nano Second) requirement while performing 
Multiplexing and Demultiplexing functionality

Ethernet to Optical Multiplexer/Demultiplexer Device configuration to meet complex individual requirements

WHY CHOOSE ACL DIGITAL?
All our engineers have years of experience with professionally designed expert-led hands-on DPDK training. 
We are one of the leading providers of top-class solutions for Data Plane Development Kit. We support our 
customers in improving the software abilities of their present hardware products by using the most 
advanced networking technologies. 

ENHANCE YOUR SOFTWARE CAPABILITIES

From DPDK Evaluation to DPDK Operations and Maintenance, ACL Digital offers a complete range of 
professional services from proof-of-concept stage to service roll-out and service desk implementation. 
Contact us today to learn more about our services.

You should consider working with us because we have the desired experience in resolving the top 
challenges, such as:

ACL Digital is a design-led Digital Experience, Product Innovation, Engineering and Enterprise IT 
o�erings leader. From strategy, to design, implementation and management we help accelerate 
innovation and transform businesses. ACL Digital is a part of ALTEN group, a leader in technology 
consulting and engineering services.
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